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understanding your world





Your world is your family.

Your world is your mother and father,

sisters and brothers.

Your world is your home and your work,

your neighbors and your friends.
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At American Greetings, we understand that your world is the people

around you. The people you love. The people you share your life with.

We know this because we are who you are. And everything we create

is to help you reach out and respond to the world around you.

We create so that you can connect.
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Our creativity is at the core of everything we do, from writing a love

poem that warms a husband’s heart to tweaking a humorous verse

to making a best friend laugh out loud. Our creativity extends beyond

our art to our business as we develop new research tools and better

distribution systems. And our creativity can be as imaginative as an

animated ice cream world for Strawberry Shortcake or as practical as

a convenient new card rack to better display our products.

Our creativity begins with what’s inside each one of us.

Our creativity interprets the world around us.

Our creativity realizes how important it is to connect with each other.

Our creativity says it best.
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Sometimes our consumers and even American Greetings associates

will approach us to explain how, during a pivotal moment in their lives,

a simple greeting card made a difference.

Just recently, a veteran employee described a card to us that she

received from her estranged sister. Citing the card’s passage by

memory, she said, “As time goes by and we get older, you realize and

understand that the best things in life grow more precious than ever —

like you.” She said that this card became the catalyst to a conversation

between them and that now she and her sister are close again…

…and it all started with a card.

We may not think about it during our nine-to-five routine as we pore

over press sheets or spreadsheets, but we are a part of people’s

lives every day.

From childhood to maturity, as our consumers grow up and grow

older, we are there with them through their milestones and their

celebrations, their happiness and their sorrow. 

Creativity for us begins with an intrinsic understanding of our consumers. We feel what they feel.

We say what they want to say. We create so they can connect. To this end, we have intensified

and expanded our editorial efforts so that every consumer can find their “voice” in a greeting card.

Responding to our consumers’ needs means constantly changing how we do things. Change is what

challenges a business, change is what keeps us fresh, and change is what we have embraced to

remain competitive in the marketplace. Jim Spira, a leading advocate of change, who served as our

President from 2001 to 2003 and has been a valuable member of our Board of Directors for the past

seven years, will no longer be on our Board. We thank Jim for his dedicated efforts in helping us adapt

to the marketplace and better accommodate the changing needs of our consumers.

dear shareholders,
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As we have adapted to the changing environment, we have experienced a record year of

cash flow, which has allowed us to reduce our net debt by approximately $1 billion over the last

three years, thereby positioning us as a flexible and dynamic company. We are now, more than

ever, able to realize our true potential not only as the leading greeting card company, but as an

innovative creative studio offering products and services that enhance people’s life experiences. 

With customized merchandising, we are becoming more relevant in our consumers’ lives and

more specific to their product needs. We have extended our reach to help them connect in new,

innovative ways through more sophisticated interactive and wireless channels and with multilingual

products in Canada, South America, and Europe. And with the extraordinary growth of our

licensed properties, we are rediscovering how we can touch the lives of both children and adults. 

As our creativity leads to even more exciting new opportunities for us as a company, we realize

and appreciate that we will always be a part of people’s lives and their relationships with others.

New licenses, businesses, and products that extrapolate our core competencies help us to better

serve the very same people who buy and enjoy our greeting cards. 

However far we go as a company, we will always be just a greeting card away from connecting

one person to another.

Jeffrey Weiss

President and Chief Operating Officer

Zev Weiss

Chief Executive Officer
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Our creativity helps us understand a world of consumers one person at a time.

Our creativity realizes that a greeting card links one life to another.

We not only produce cards — we connect people and foster relationships.

In particular, American Greetings recognizes that because our biggest

consumer is today’s woman, we have increased our efforts to understand

her ever-changing role in society and her evolving relationships.

We are increasing our understanding so that we can provide exactly

what she wants to better express herself as she communicates

with her family and friends.

create a total shopping experience

Our creativity says it best.
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Our dedicated vision as a company is to create a total retail experience for

today’s woman. This started with more aggressive and focused research about

our consumers’ relationships and shopping habits, and ended with new, carefully

targeted card programs such as our sophisticated, fashion-forward Tremont Studio

line, our top-selling Simply Fabulous program, and our spiritually inspired Christian

Blessings offering. By proactively segmenting products to women’s specific and

varied lifestyles, we are becoming even more relevant to their needs and to how

they communicate with one another.

give her what she wants
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Supply and demand may be a fundamental concept in economics,

but we have reexamined this relationship in our business and decided

to take a more aggressive stance on the supply side of the equation

(the manufacturing and distribution of our cards to the marketplace).

Studying spreadsheets, reviewing press runs, and reexamining supply

routes have resulted in compressed and parallel work streams, proactive

order management, and faster production times. But even more

important, what was an intensely focused project effort for the past

two years has now transformed into a way of life, as our supply-chain

learnings have become our standard operating procedures, and cost

savings and economies of scale have become our daily expectations.

In just two years, we have saved nearly $65 million along our supply

chain and can now precisely target specific card programs to the

demographic needs of individual retailers. Our precision marketing

efforts can customize card merchandising for a few specific shops

or for hundreds of stores in a particular retail chain. This customization

is enhanced by more disciplined and standardized merchandising

efforts that quickly reorder and distribute best-selling cards and

replace poor-performing cards with new and more popular products. 

getting the right card
to the right customer
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Our consumers are moms and dads. Our consumers are hard-working

professionals. Our consumers don’t have a lot of free time anymore. 

By thinking like marketers and acting like retailers, our product teams

are proactively managing our retail space while our merchandising group

is designing new ways to showcase both cards and gifts to provide a

one-stop shopping experience. Innovative new merchandise such as

envelope wraps, wine bottle-toppers, card jewelry, and premium gift cards

not only delight our consumers, but meet their specific needs. At a major

retailer, we secured additional footage in the humor aisles by offering

assorted clusters of funny cards and laugh-out-loud gift items such as

collectable magnets. And in what has become known this past year as

our “Extreme Marketing Makeover,” over 72 miles of retail space, including

10,000 new fixtures and thousands of new cards and other products,

were created to enhance our consumers’ shopping experience and

ensure a more efficient and profitable allocation of sales space.

one-stop shopping
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Our creativity realizes that the “next big thing” begins with a single idea.

Our creativity understands that a little bear can mean big business.

It all started with a card — but American Greetings sees a future of cards

and new ways to connect people together. How our consumers express

themselves, communicate with one another, and share experiences with

each other keeps changing and evolving, and it has been essential for 

American Greetings to understand and keep up with those changes.

A major effort for the past few years has been to identify new market

opportunities that build on American Greetings core competencies as a

creative company. Looking beyond cards and other traditional social

expression products helps us to better serve our consumers, to grow as a

company, and to ensure success in a changing world.

create new opportunities

Our creativity says it best.
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“Journey to Joke-a-lot,” the first CGI-animated Care Bears movie, which was

selected as one of Parenting Magazine’s Best DVDs of the Year and which has

sold over a half million copies since its release in October 2004, highlights what is a

significant success story for American Greetings: Licensing. 

With the continued success of Care Bears and Strawberry Shortcake (over $1.2

billion in global retail sales in 2004), American Greetings robust licensing efforts

are beginning to establish a successful business based upon the development

of intellectual properties. 

Classic Care Bears and Strawberry Shortcake have capitalized on a national trend

towards nostalgia, as baby boomers rediscover and teenagers delight in the retro

messages of these enduring and lovable characters. Meanwhile, the relaunches of

Care Bears and Strawberry Shortcake in updated versions are now reaching a new

audience of children, as baby boomers are producing their own boom of babies. 

licensed to thrill
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Holly Hobbie is not far behind as American Greetings cadre of designers,

writers, and marketers have learned the formula for successfully introducing

compelling characters to the marketplace. Greeting cards, nationally released

DVDs, toys, clothing, and even home accessories are featuring American

Greetings characters in an extraordinary and growing success story for our

licensing efforts. New strategic alliances in the entertainment industry will

enable us to thrill a whole new audience of adults and children through an

even broader media landscape. American Greetings classic characters

and recent introductions like Twisted Whiskers and Maryoku Yummy, can delight

audiences via television, DVDs, video games, and digital media such as the

Internet and wireless communication.

As we develop new and compelling characters for the American public,

American Greetings also continues to win the confidence of major media

and creative studios by developing innovative new cards and products

for such nationally recognized and beloved properties as Nickelodeon

and Sesame Street.
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American Greetings understands that its extensive creative and

marketing resources can take the company beyond the greeting

card. In the past year, we launched an innovative scrapbooking

program called Creatables. This unique suite of products provides

a complete retail experience of pre-packaged crafting kits for both

novice and veteran scrapbookers. Meanwhile, American Greetings

Plus Mark subsidiary received national recognition for its Perfect

Present Ensemble, featuring 22 “pick up and go” wrap solutions for

cards, bags, bows, and gift wrap, while our DesignWare business

unit introduced an extensive line of seasonal, everyday, and licensed

plastic bowls, plates, and trays to provide even more durable options

to party planning. In the past year, our Specialities group has also

created 40 feet of new color-themed stationery, datebooks, gift

wrap, and other merchandise for major retailers throughout the

country, and our Carlton UK Division has experienced success

with the popular Elliot and Buttons plush characters.

going beyond the card
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Talking e-cards, personalized photo calendars, electronic invitations, Create & Print

cards, instant messaging, and an extraordinary library of animated electronic greetings

are just the beginning in the burgeoning electronic world of social expressions within

our subsidiary AG Interactive and its family of Web sites: AmericanGreetings.com,

BlueMountain.com, and Egreetings.com. These properties as well as co-branded

partnerships with all three major Internet portals have amassed 2.2 million paying

subscribers and over 100 million unique visitors during the past year. In addition,

AG Interactive launched AG Mobile, which produces and sells ringtones, wallpapers,

screensavers, and games for mobile phones both in the U.S. and Europe. AG

Interactive is now helping people connect, entertain, and express themselves on

multiple digital platforms. 

living in a digital world
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Our creativity realizes that innovative ideas come from traditional learnings.

Our creativity understands that great products come from informed people.

How much we can achieve depends on how well we can continue to learn.

New ideas come from being exposed to both innovative processes

and time-tested solutions. Creative energy comes from disciplined study.

American Greetings continues to develop its number-one resource —

its people — to ensure a future of creativity and growth.

create a future for success

Our creativity says it best.
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Creative minds know that what we can imagine is what we can become.

Which is why, in 2004, American Greetings initiated “imAGine” University

to continuously improve its workforce and foster personal growth and

organizational success. Through the next several years, we will be

developing a core leadership curriculum that focuses on interpersonal

effectiveness, project management, decision-making, and process

improvement to help today’s managers become the future leaders of

American Greetings. In addition, targeted corporate-wide courses such

as computer design workshops and marketing seminars are already

enhancing associates’ skills. These courses are keeping associates —

from our artists to our accountants — informed and up-to-date with

the professional tools and skill sets needed to grow our success

in today’s competitive marketplace.

imagine the possibilities
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Creating a future for success means continuous learning. And learning requires

dedication, effort, and an openness to new ideas and new ways of looking at

how we manage people, create products, and excel as individuals. When we grow

as individuals, we grow as a company. Encouraging and rewarding achievement

and personal initiative are more important than ever as the market becomes

more competitive. 

The Chairman’s Award, now in its eighth year, recognizes those extraordinary

individuals who are making a difference for our company and the world around us. 

We offer our congratulations to this year’s winners.

recognizing future leaders
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Innovation/Market Success
Mike Ormiston and Kathy Kopach, Creative Photo Studio
Mike and Kathy developed the creative concept for 
Thimon Thez products featuring a phenomenally popular
“duck with an attitude.” Thimon has been so successful
at retail that the concept has been expanded to seasonal
and everyday cards, gift wrap, accessory products, and
animation for AG Interactive. It is even being considered
for an outbound licensing program. 

Personal Initiative
Penny McCarty, Danville Distribution
Penny optimized a bin-filling process by coordinating
schedules and deadlines with management, yielding
savings of $222,000. 

Customer Service
Kim Feltes, Carlton Retail Sales
Kim has maintained a loyal customer base by keeping
customers informed through store mailings and personal
contact. In fact, one particular customer returns to her
store every Christmas and spends up to $5,000.

Community Service
Charles McCollum, Packaging
Charles has volunteered 11,000 hours to the Etowah,
Arkansas, community, serving as a firefighter, EMT, and
mayor since 1996. He is responsible for Etowah receiving
a $1.6 million grant to upgrade its water and sewer system.

Team Leadership
Debbie Pott, Field Sales Operations
While completing 171 Jewel/Osco Albertsons conversions,
Debbie developed several training programs and self-
financed developmental opportunities, which contributed
to her team’s being number one in Northern Region sales.

Innovation 
Julie Post-Smith, New Business Development,
Patty Flauto, Design Studio, and Jennifer Schlater,
New Business Development
Julie, Patty, and Jennifer identified a business opportunity
in the growing category of scrapbooking and developed
a pre-packaged product targeting novice consumers,
called Creatables. 
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